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wall with built-in ﬁber optic lighting,
cherry lockers used by members of the
Professional Golfers Association, ornate
trim, and a display case for memorabilia
of golf legends Arnold Palmer and
Tiger Woods.
“Nemacolin Woodlands was very
demanding about the quality of work
to be performed, considering that the
hotel would welcome clientele from the
Professional Golfers Association and
guests that have traveled to high class
resorts around the world,” said Gordon
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millwork company.
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working in occupied spaces for tenant
improvement work is a specialty skill that
union contractors can rely upon.

continued on page 2

Soldier Field, for instance, needed a
complete restoration in a short time span,
to be ready for the coming football season.
Midwest Woodwork & Veneer, Inc.,
staffed with a team of well-trained,
experienced union craftsman, completed
everything from plush skyboxes and miles
of concession stands to contemporary
locker rooms in only 20 months, a record
for the shortest construction of a modernday stadium.
continued on page 3

Soldier Field showcases union carpentry
at its finest through curved walls of
warm cherry casework, cool marble
counter tops and stainless steel.

Pennsylvania Resort Earns Elite Five-Diamond
Status continued from page 1

TRAINING FEATURE

The Custom Benches
The bench units were built in several
variations in multiple locations, such as a
restaurant and the bar that Gifﬁn Interior
built. Other bench units were installed in the
main lobby, both the men’s and women’s
locker rooms, and other common areas.

Traditions come
in handy

The Bar Unit and Shelving
The bar unit was built at Gifﬁn Interior’s
shop and transported to the site. After
placement, the brass foot rail and sink and
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footsteps into carpentry in the ‘60s. “As a
teen, when other guys were off playing,
I was working with my dad. I really
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His father’s tools made it to the United
Welcome
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New
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Kuz’s father resumed his work as a carpen23. CCWA committee member Drew Cambell,
ter. The set of tools Kuz inherited includes
President of EMI Architectural Woodworking,
hand saws, coping saws, sliding T-bevels,
played a key role in facilitating this progress.
smoothing planes, a combination square
Learn more about news from the CCWA’s fall
and a hard-to-find bell-faced hammer.
meeting on page four.

Every tool is in perfect working condition;
every tool has the patina developed only
through decades of use and loving care.

CCWA Fall Meeting
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and ofNotes
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American
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fields.
“when?”
The mastery
CCWA board
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on the rapid changes in the green building
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program, the facility offers carpentry, floor
green standards and training into the program.
covering and millwright/piledriver programs.
Information for employers, as well as for UBC
The programs combine classroom and
professionals,
is soon to be available.
hands-on instruction, and the facility houses

From your Labor-Management
Committee Chairmen:

INDUSTRY TRENDS

National Millwork/Cabinetry Expert Offers Thoughts
on the Industry

N

ational manufacturing consultant David Grubb, Principal of David Grubb &
Associates recently offered insight regarding the millwork/cabinetry industry |
to members of the CCWA committee at their fall 2006 meeting. Mr. Grubb gave
an extensive presentation focusing on the best practice of using modern manufacturing
processes and equipment in order to remain competitive.
“It’s time to shift the self-image of your professionals from ‘craftsmen’ to ‘process
engineers.’ You have to exploit your proximity to your customer and your ability to
understand and service your customer. You lose a lot of your advantage if you lose that
leverage to exploit proximity,” advised Grubb.
“What we see as value is not what the customer sees as value – you need to know your
customer. Look at quality and value from their eyes. If you build quality in that they don’t
see as value, then all you did was increase costs,” Grubb explained.
“This issue of a common goal and the value of a cooperative relationship between labor
and management has to continue to be brought out and discussed. There is nothing good in
front of you if you continue to be adversaries without a focus on the customer. We’re here
only to serve the customer. If you don’t, someone else will.”
Grubb related his comments to the U.S. kitchen industry. “You can see thousands of
S.K.U.s from one manufacturer and they all look different. There are minor detail designs,
but it’s all one box. They deserve to make a fortune because they understand the customer.
The same thing applies to you. If you make drawer bodies, you don’t have to make a
different drawer body. These are all elements that the residential furniture industry never
caught on to,” Grubb said.
When Grubb reviewed the millwork and cabinetry curriculum in the 1990s at North
Carolina State University and found three issues: A lack of students, a lack of relevance
in the education – and a lack of concern from the residential industry players. “In your
education process, you need to make sure it is relevant to what the needs are and what the
customer demands. Preparing someone today to learn how to use a block plane is setting
someone up for a future career change.”
Since Sept. 11, 2001, Grubb estimates that the ofﬁce industry is down about 40 percent.
He said that those who are doing well have refocused to cater to the customer.
In closing, Grubb advised: “Be careful of the paradigms – commit to change what you
can and the items you can not change, forget about it.”

individual shops dedicated to each building
trade specialty.

Those accepted into one of the four-year
center apprentice programs pay no fees for
apprenticeship classes, training and associate degree college credit earned during the
program. While active in the program,
apprentices earn 40 to 85 percent of the journeyman-level wage and receive benefits after
90 days.
More than 900 apprentices are currently
enrolled in one of the training center’s
four-year programs. The training center also
offers year-round advanced training classes
Eight years into his work with Gifﬁn,
for journeymen to keep up with the latest
a knee injury sidelined his running
methods and technologies.

days, but the opportunity to buy a
co-workers
mountain bike
gave
the ﬁtness
For more information,
call the
training
center’s
enthusiast
new life.
JM now rides
his bike
toll free number:
800-601-1800,
or visit
before
work, after work, and year-round. When
www.carpenterstraining.com.
Pittsburgh’s winters kick in, he rides it on a

practice mount in his game room. In fact, the
walls still show marks where he rode off the
mount during a stressful Steelers game.
Racing was a natural next step for the
competitive carpenter, and he soon began
getting noticed in the National MTB Ultra
Endurance Series, a series of six grueling
100-mile races at different sites around the
country. But after the 2004 season, everything
changed for JM. He was diagnosed with Type
II diabetes. But JM’s drive and determination propelled him to persevere. He worked
with his doctors to develop a plan to continue
his racing despite the disease. He sought the
advice of sports medicine specialists and
continued to cycle. Two years later, his work
paid off.

JM is the 2006 champion in the Masters
category of the Ultra Endurance Series. And
when he rides, he carries the UBC pride by
being sponsored by his employer, Gifﬁn
Interior and Fixture, Inc.
“We are extremely proud of JM. He’s a great
guy with a wonderful work ethic. He’s an
asset to our company, and we are glad to
be able to sponsor his biking career,” said
Gordon Gifﬁn, CEO of the company.
JM credits the success of his trade and his
racing to the cumulative effects of working a
physically demanding job that requires focus
and preparation with his personal drive and
determination. “I keep my diabetes in check,
I enjoy my work as a carpenter, and love
my time on the bike. I have the best of all
worlds.”

How much does the word “change,” come into your
daily thought process? If you’re not thinking about our
industry in that context, now is the time to do so. And
the ﬁrst thought process that we urge you to change is
your concept of your competitors.
It’s not you against me anymore. It’s us against the
world. We’re not adversaries. We’re a team, we’re a
partnership and together we can move forward.
If we change.
This issue of Millworks gives examples of how adapting
to change could be the key to getting more work. About
two dozen New Jersey contractors recognized the
need for change and are now contributing members of
the CCWA. Our own website is changed to now offer a
different set of knowledge resources to our customers.
And one of the most respected industry analysts is part
of this issue, talking about the importance of change.
Your CCWA committee is working to ﬁnd any and every
angle to leverage so that we can offer customers
the skilled professionals, most up-to-date training
centers and experienced contractors in the industry.
Through the multi-million training program of the United
Brotherhood of Carpenters, training our future millwork
and cabinetry professionals can keep up with the
changing industry. And through committed contractors
who are signatory to the UBC, we can keep up with the
changes in competition.
The Internet is the undisputed warehouse of
information, and now the CCWA and its contractors are
displayed there in a new, more comprehensive manner.
Industry expert David Grubb says the issue of a common
goal and the value of a cooperative relationship must
remain top of mind for both labor and management if we
are prosper. Grubb’s thoughts are explored at left. Even
the member proﬁle about John Majors is an example of
how our professionals adapt to the hands that are dealt
to them and change their circumstances for the better.
Your CCWA board will not stop exploring ways to
change our program to keep you as productive and
proﬁtable as possible. We hope you ﬁnd the information
in this newsletter as clear examples of that. As always,
we welcome feedback on this publication. To do so,
contact CCWA’s staff administrator, Denny Scott,
at 503-827-4866 or dennyscott@qwest.net.
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Traditions come in handy continued from
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and its related services.
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Ohio Carpenters
The sites
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technical
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about up
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how the
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with productivity
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years, no one
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owner or speciﬁer can ﬁnd information
about a product and contact someone to

Safety and
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theoffourcreate
install it, allthroughout
with one click
the
year program,
whichGifﬁn,
teaches
students
all
mouse,”
said Gordon
CEO
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aspects &
of Fixtures,
cabinet making
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Inc., andand
Management
assembly/gluing/clamping
; working with
Co-Chairman
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“We
believe this site will quickly become a
units; fashioning drawers; creating clean,
relied-upon
asset in this industry.”
strong wood-to-wood and wood-to-non-

wood joints;
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Located
at www.creativeMILLWORK
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crafting
millsolutions.com,
the sites
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and Information
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markets.
and construction.ranges from troubleshooting everyday problems
The union training center also has a
to tips in selecting a
cooperative program with the Cuyahoga
competent contractor.
Community College, so students enrolled
A new solutions section
in the apprenticeship program may also
allows architects and
pursue an Associate of Applied Science
employers to submit
Degree in Applied Industrial Technology
questions online, which
as they complete their union training.
will be answered by a
CCWA professional, with
the goal of returning and
answer within 48 hours.

“Because this industry is so competitive,
we believe giving speciﬁers and end users
as much information as possible will assist
them in making smart production and
installation choices,” added Gifﬁn.
Support for Business Representatives
UBC business representatives working in
the millwork/cabinetry sector also each

have their own
login
account, which
gives
Automation
and
inexpensive
foreign
each man
thereduced
ability to
update
information
goods
have
the
demand
for
about their contractors
or their
hand-crafted
goods, Kuz
says,own
and contact
today
information.
there
are only a dozen union cabinetrymillwork programs in the United States.
“It is the local union representative’s
He believes the lack of appreciation for
responsibility to keep the local area
quality craftsmanship can be changed
employer information current,” said Terry
with consumer education. “When today’s
Nelson, Executive Secretary-Treasurer of the
adhesives and finishes are coupled with
St. Louis and Vicinity Regional Council, and
craftsmanship,
Labor Co-Chairman of the CCWA board.
pieces will last
“We can’t stress enough how crucial it is to
for decades,”
keep information up to date.”
Kuz says,
and
Newsinvesting
of the web site was distributed to
in
thequality
architectural woodwork and millwork/
workmanship
cabinetry industry trade media, including
is
farpublications
more cost read by architects,
key
effective
the managers and other
designers,infacility
long
run. as well as end users and
speciﬁers,
construction decision-makers.

Attention business reps: Did you recently
have a project completed that you wished
the whole world could see? Well, now’s
your chance. The “portfolio” section of www.
creativeMILLWORKsolutions.com is ready
and waiting to post photographs and a
description of your latest project. Simply
contact Denny Scott, CCWA administrator,
at 503-827-4866 or dennyscott@qwest.net
and let him know you have a project you
would like considered for the web site.
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